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Clariti Eyewear Wins Aspex Patent Infringement Lawsuit
City of Industry, CA – June 14, 2010 – Clariti Eyewear, Inc., a California based distributor
of eyewear frames, was recently awarded a victorious ruling from the United States Court of
Appeals for the Federal Circuit. Clariti had been sued by Aspex/Contour in March 2007 for
purportedly infringing two patents for magnetic clip-on eyewear, held under license by Aspex.
Clariti markets and distributes AirMag®, an auxiliary sun lens that magnetically attaches to a
spectacle frame. On May 24, 2010 the federal appeals court upheld the lower court’s dismissal
of Apex’s lawsuit against Clariti Eyewear.
Dominique Yonemoto, Clariti’s President, said, “We are very gratified that the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Federal Circuit affirmed the lower court ruling. The decision is a vindication of
our long stated position that our AirMag® brand magnetic eyewear cannot be held to infringe
Aspex’s patents.”
Clariti initially was granted summary judgment by the U.S. District Court for the Southern
District of New York, which dismissed the case by holding that Aspex was equitably stopped
from pursuing their infringement claims against Clariti. The federal appeals court affirmed that
ruling.
About Clariti Eyewear
Clariti is a family owned and operated business selling eyeglass frames to eyecare
practitioners nationwide. The corporate office is at 940 Ajax Avenue, City of Industry,
California. The company tag line The Clear Choice reflects their philosophy that customers be
offered multiple choices at affordable prices. The Clariti product line consists of twelve
collections, in a variety of materials and over 500 styles. One of Clariti’s most popular
products is the unique AirMag® magnetic clip-on sun lens, which attaches to the spectacle
frame with just one set of magnets – unlike most other magnetic clip-ons which use two sets
of magnets. The unique attachment makes the AirMag® lighter and more attractive, with a
stronger hold. For more information, visit www.claritieyewear.com or call 800.372.6372.
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